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About these examples
In the Quick Start, you discovered the basic principles of Wakanda programming: you built a typical
employees/companies application by creating the datastore model with its datastore classes on the server, imported
data using server-side JavaScript, displayed the data in a browser, and wrote a bit of JavaScript client-side code to
dynamically bind an employee to the company he/she works for.
After going through the Quick Start guide, you might want to jump into Wakanda and start creating a real-life
application. In the How-Do-I series, we will cover the following topics that you can immediately use:
Client-side: how to bind a local JavaScript variable to a widget, how to create a new entity and save it on the
server, how to use jQuery with a Wakanda Application Framework (WAF) widget, …
The “Free Your Mind” chapter shows you the power of datastore classes. You will learn how to extend a
datastore class and how to create an N<->N relationship with multiple datastore classes.
We will not build a full application from start to finish; however, we will highlight certain aspects that will help you
learn more about Wakanda. The different examples are not related to each other.
In these examples, we assume that you have already read the Quick Start guide and know how to:
Install and launch Wakanda,
Create a datastore class with its attributes using the Datastore Model Designer,
Create a Page in the GUI Designer and add widgets and bind datasources to them, and
Add server-side and client-side JavaScript code.
Some abbreviations used:
SSJS
Server-Side JavaScript
WAF
Wakanda Application Framework
Testing out the examples
A demo Wakanda solution (containing a project) is provided with each chapter.
To run a demo:
1. Launch Wakanda Studio (if you have not already done so).
2. Open the solution that comes with the "How Do I" example specified for the chapter.
For each example, we have created the files for you to see how they work immediately. We invite you to create your
own Pages to redo the example. Our projects also contain sample data so that you can test them quickly.
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Client-Side
In these examples, we will cover the useful and practical parts of client-side Wakanda programming. As a Wakanda
developer, you will most likely need to perform these actions as soon as you start a new project.
Reminder about Datasources
When you create the client-side part of your business Web application, you will likely need to use the WAF datasources.
When you bind a datastore class to a widget in the GUI Designer, a datasource is created automatically. The datasource
encapsulates the interaction between the widget and the data.
Note: Just like in the MVC pattern: the Model is the datastore class (with its data on the server), the View is the
widget, and the Controller is the datasource.
A datasource is a WAF object that encapsulates data that can be simple (a scalar value, such as a company name) or
more complex (a collection of companies). The datasource also takes care of high-level features and functionalities,
depending on its complexity. For example, when a datasource holds an entity collection, it provides functions to
navigate through it. Some high-level widgets provide CRUD operations, etc. A datasource also contains a subscription
mechanism: any JavaScript code can subscribe to the datasource, it will then be called when the value of the origin of
the datasource changes (typically when navigating through a collection, the current entity changes). On the other hand,
when the user modifies the value in the widget, the datasource automatically updates its source and calls all the
subscribers, if any.
Note: If the source is modified programmatically using JavaScript, you must call the sync( ) routine to tell the
subscribers that the value has been modified. See the example below.
When a widget is bound to a datasource, it automatically subscribes to the changes. When the value in a widget is
modified, that same value (defined in a datasource) is modified in any other subscribing widgets. A datasource can
encapsulate two kinds of sources:
Server-side: the origin of the datasource is a datastore class on the server as defined in the Datastore Model
Designer. It holds data and can also be related to another datastore class.
Client-side: the origin of the datasource is a JavaScript variable in the browser. It can then be scalar (number,
string, or Boolean) or complex (an array of objects or an object of objects).
For more information about datasources, please refer to the What is a Datasource? section.

Datasource binding
In this example, you will learn how to bind data using Wakanda. We are going to bind several different widgets to the
same datasource to see how they interact and how they are automatically updated.
The full example with its data is provided in the “DatasourceBinding” solution. It contains one datastore class,
“Company,” with a few companies and their revenues.
We want to create an interface where several different widgets are bound to the same datasource:
A Grid to display a list of companies and their revenues.
A Container widget containining widgets that display the same information with buttons that let the user save a
modified entity and navigate the entities in the collection.
A Text widget displaying only the company's revenues.
A Slider that also displays the company's revenues.
Note: You may find it redundant to display the company’s revenues twice, but the purpose of this example is to
demonstrate the power of binding a widget to a datasource using WAF.
Creating the Company Grid, the Revenues Slider and Text widgets
To create a Grid widget in our project, you must first launch Wakanda. Then you can:
1. Open the “DatasourceBinding” solution.
Wakanda opens up the solution and displays the project and files it contains in the Solution Explorer.
2. Select the “DatasourceBinding” project.
3. Create a new Page and name it “slider-example”.
In our project, this page already exists, but you can recreate it in the project to better understand the concepts
presented here.
Once in the GUI Designer, add the following widgets:
1. Add a Grid to the Page and then drag the Company datastore class and drop it on to it.
The company datasource is automatically created for you and the Datasources tab is selected in the bottom left
section of the GUI Designer.
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2. Drag and drop a Text widget on the Page and then drag and drop the revenues attribute from the company
datasource on it.
If you don't see the revenues attribute right away, click on the arrow to the left to view the attributes in the
company datasource.
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3. Type "Revenues" for the Text widget's Label.
4. Add a Slider widget to your Page and then drag and drop the revenues attribute from the company datasource
on it.

5. Type "500000" in the Maximum Value field:
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Creating a Company Form
Now, we want to create a container with the name and revenues attribute from the company datasource:
1. Hold down the Ctrl key (Windows) or Command key (Mac) and click on the name and revenues attributes.
2. Drag and drop them to an empty space on the Page.
The GUI Designer displays a dialog to help generate the widgets:

3.
4.
5.
6.

Make sure that the “Form” option is selected in the Auto Generated Widgets dialog.
Keep Text Input as the widget type for both attributes.
In the Label column, change "name" to "Name" and "revenues" to "Revenues".
Click the Create button.
The two Text Input widgets are automatically created inside of a Container widget.
7. Increase the size of the Container and add three Image Button widgets to it. Bind them to the company
datasource and give them the appropriate automatic actions: previous, next and save.
8. Format the Previous, Next, and Save buttons as we did in the Adding Navigation Buttons section of the Quick
Start.
You can move the widgets around the Page and change their styles as you wish. Our final Page is shown below. We have
aligned the data in the Grid's “Revenues” column to the right and set its format to “$###,##0.00”. All widgets displaying
company.revenues have the same format.
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At this point, we have the following in our Page without having written any JavaScript code:
One single datasource, company, whose origin is the Company datastore class.
Four widgets bound to the revenues attribute of the company datasource:
the “revenues” column of the Grid,
the “revenues” Text Input widget in the Container,
the “revenues” Text widget, and
the “revenues” Slider.
Running the example
To test out the Page:
1. Click the Run File button in the toolbar.
Wakanda Studio saves the Page, launches the server (if it is not already running) and displays the Page in your
default browser.
2. Click different rows in the Grid.
The data in the other "revenues" widgets is updated automatically.
3. Click on the navigation buttons in the Container.
The data for each entity is displayed in all the widgets.
4. Move the Slider.
The value in the Revenues attribute is updated in the Grid, Text, and Text Input widgets.
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In all cases, you can see that any widget bound to company.revenues is automatically and instantaneously updated,
which is the power of binding widgets to the same datasource. More precisely, each widget has subscribed to the
datasource so when the data managed by the datasource is modified, all the other widgets that subscribe to the same
datasource update their content.

Using a Text Input widget to filter data in a Grid
This example will show you how to filter the contents in a Grid widget by text that is entered in a Text Input widget.
The full example with its data is provided in the “QueryFromHTMLPage” solution. It contains a project with the same
name that has one datastore class, “Company” and the datastore already contains a few companies.
In this example, we will show you how to use a Text Input widget in which a user enters text to filter data in a Grid. We
will be showing you two different ways to do this:
By using a button to query the companies once the user has finished entering data in the Text Input widget or
By doing a live query while the user enters data in the Text Input widget.
Before beginning, launch Wakanda and open the “QueryFromHTMLPage” solution.
Using a button to query the datasource
In this example, you will learn how to bind a JavaScript string variable to a Text Input widget, and how to use this
variable in the code.
We want to create the following interface:
A Grid displaying a list of all the companies,
A Text Input in which you type a company name to search for, and
A Button to run the query.
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To create this interface:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

Select the “QueryFromHTMLPage” project or create a new project.
Create a new Page.
Name it “companies-query-button”.
Once in the GUI Designer, drag and drop three widgets in the Workspace: a Grid, a Text Input and a Button.
Select the Company datastore class and drop it on the Grid.
The company datasource is automatically created and is displayed in the Datasources tab in the bottom left
section of the GUI Designer.
Remove the ID column from the Grid.
Change the styles of the Grid and the other widgets as you wish.
Change the positions of the widgets to create a coherent interface. In our example, we set the label of the Text
Input to the top of the widget (this is done in the Styles tab when the widget is selected).
Change the title of the Button to "Search".
Change the label of the Text Input widget to “Company name” by either double-clicking on the label or changing
its Label property in the Properties tab.

Binding a JavaScript variable to the Text Input widget

To bind a JavaScript string variable to the Text Input widget:
1. Select the Text Input widget.
2. In the Source field of the Properties tab, type queryStr, which is the JavaScript variable we're going to create.

Wakanda creates a datasource of type Variable with the same name:
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Now, you can access the queryStr variable directly in your code as it will contain the value the user enters.
Note: Remember that during data input, the browser caches the values entered by the user. The value entered is put
in the variable after the user validates the data entry (tab, return, click in another enterable area, …). So, while the
user is typing the data, queryStr holds the previous value, not the current one. See “Query on Key up to Filter a
Grid” below.
Writing the filtering code for the button

To write the filtering code, you can do the following:
1. Select the Button.
2. Click on the Events tab.
3. Click the On Click event.
The GUI Designer creates a new JavaScript file (located in the “scripts” folder for your Page) attached to your
Page. It also inserts the path to this JavaScript file in the Scripts section of the Page's Properties tab. This
JavaScript file is opened in the Code Editor after inserting the required declarations:

We use one single API query( ) to query the Company datastore class using the company datasource. We want to query
the name attribute using the current value entered in the queryStr variable.
At runtime, as soon as the focus leaves the Text Input widget, the datasource updates the queryStr variable. So,
without doing anything else, we can immediately use this variable. The code of this button is:
sources.company.query('name = :1 order by name', {params : [queryStr + '*']});

You can notice a few things in this statement:
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We handle the fact that the name could contain spaces by using “:n” placeholders for values. This requires you
to pass an object as the second parameter of the query( ) API, and to put a params property in the object. This
params property must be an array of parameters. Here, we have just one parameter.
Note: The syntax for “:n” placeholders is the same as on server-side where you just pass the parameters as
query(“name = :1”, queryStr). It is likely that a future version of the WAF will make it as easy client-side.
We add the wildcard symbol, “*”, to tell Wakanda to query companies whose name starts with queryStr.
We also specify to Wakanda Server to order the result alphabetically.
This object contains a few optional properties of which the three main ones are:
onSuccess: A callback to be executed when the query completed.
onError: A callback to be executed if something went wrong.
params: An array of parameters, to replace the :n placeholders in the query statement.
As you can see, we don’t use onSuccess/onError in this example.
To see this example in action:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Save the JavaScript file.
Switch to the Page by clicking on the Page's tab.
Click on the Run File button.
Enter different names to query on and click the Search button:

If you want to initialize the queryStr variable, call sync( ) early in the code (typically, before the “// eventHandlers”
line) so the widget updates its content when the Page is first published:
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Query on Key up to Filter a Grid
In this example, you will learn how to perform a query while the user is entering data in a Text Input widget.
We want to create the following interface:
A Grid displaying all the companies and
A Text Input widget in which the user will enter a company name to search for.
To create this Page:
1. Click on the New Page button in the toolbar to create a new page.
Make sure the destination folder is your project's "WebFolder".
2. Name the Page "companies-query-keyup”.
3. Add a Grid and a Text Input widget to the Page.
4. Drag the Company datastore class and drop it on top of the Grid.
The company datasource is automatically created.
5. Format the Grid as you did in the previous example.
6. Select the Text Input widget.
7. Insert "Company name" as the label of the Text Input widget.
8. Modify its ID to “idQueryString.”
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9. Switch to the Events tab and click the On key up event:

The GUI Designer creates a new JavaScript file (located in the “scripts” folder for your Page) attached to your
Page. It also inserts the path to this JavaScript file in the Scripts section of the Page's Properties tab. This
JavaScript file is opened in the Code Editor after inserting the required declarations:
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To retrieve the value the user types in the Text Input widget, we use the getValue function in the Widgets API:
var theName = $$("idQueryString").getValue();

Then, we just call the query() API on the company datasource, just like we did in the previous example:
sources.company.query('name = :1 order by name', { params: [theName + "*"]});

Here is the final code:

Save the JavaScript file, switch to the Page's tab, hit the Run button, and check your code by querying for different
names.
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Each time a key is pressed (actually when the key is released), a request is sent to the server. To quickly display the
result—especially if you have a lot of data—try indexing the corresponding attribute (see the Datastore Model Designer
chapter in the Wakanda Studio Reference Guide). In our example of 1,000 companies even without an index, the query
is fast.
On Key Up in an asynchronous world
Requests are asynchronous (thanks to AJAX) and there is no guarantee that you’ll receive the result in the order you
made the queries. For example, if the user types “abc”, it may happen that the Grid receives the result for “a” after
the result for “ab” or “abc”. Consequently, the Text Input widget will display “abc” while the Grid will display all the
companies whose name start with “a”. Here, the WAF’s Dataprovider will help us. The algorithm is the following:
1. We keep a counter that handles the count of keys-up.
2. Instead of querying the company datasource, we query the Company datastore class via the dataprovider (global
variable, ds).
3. In the query statement, we pass the optional userData parameter and set it to the number of keys up.
4. Then, in the query’s callback (run when the request has been completed), WAF gives us the userData that we
passed previously. If it has the same value as the current value, we can fill the Grid.
Note: This is not the state-of-the-art way of accumulating and testing the results of simultaneous asynchronous
requests, but it’s short enough for the purpose of this manual.
Here is our sample code:
idQueryString.keyup = function idQueryString_keyup (event)
{
var gKeyUpCount, theName;
if(!gKeyUpCount) {
gKeyUpCount = 0;
}
theName = $$('idQueryString').getValue();
if(theName === '') { // User is reseting the list
gKeyUpCount = 0;
ds.Company.allEntities();
} else {
gKeyUpCount += 1;
ds.Company.query('name = :1 order by name', {
params
: [theName + "*"],
onSuccess
: function(evt) {
// evt.userData contains the value of gKeyUpCount when query() was called
if(evt.userData === gKeyUpCount) {
sources.company.setEntityCollection( evt.entityCollection );
}
},
userData : gKeyUpCount
// Retrieved in evt.userData in the callback
});
}
};

One Class, Two Grids
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In the "TwoGridsSameClass" example, discover how to display two different lists with data from the same datastore
class; however, the two widgets are bound to two different datasources. This example contains a few companies along
with their revenues.
In this example, which contains a few companies along with their revenues, we will show you how to create an interface
with:
Two datasources for the same datastore class,
Two Grids: each one with a different datasource, and
A Text Input widget in which you enter a value to filter both Grids.
Creating two datasources and two Grids
We want to display two separate lists of companies on the same page: those whose revenues are greater than a certain
value and those whose revenues are lower.
If needed, launch Wakanda Studio and open the “TwoGridsSameClass” solution.
Create a new page and name it “two-grids”.
Now we want to create a new datasource bound to the Company class:
1. Click the New Datasource popup button and choose Datastore Class:

2. The GUI Designer displays a dialog to select which datastore class to use among all the datastore classes in your
model. In this example, we have only one datastore class, “Company,” so we select it:

3. Select Duplicate datasource from the company datastore class datasource's contextual menu.

A new datasource, bound to this class, is then added in the Datasources tab. As we already have a datasource
named company, the GUI Designer uses the same name (which is the name of our datastore class) and adds a
“1” at the end to differentiate it:
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To give our datasources more significant names, follow the steps below:
1. Select the company datasource. In the Property panel on the right, change the ID to "lowRevenues":

2. Select the company1 datasource and change its ID to "highRevenues".
Here are our two datasources:

3. Add a Grid to your Page and drag and drop the "lowRevenues" datasource to it.
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4. Add another Grid to your Page and drag and drop the "highRevenues" datasource to it.
5. Remove the ID columns from both Grids.
6. Add a label for each one: "Low Revenues" to the one using the "lowRevenues" datasource and "High Revenues" to
the one using the "highRevenues" datasource. The two Grids should now appear as shown below:

Adding a Text Input widget
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At this point, we have two Grids, each one bound to the Company datastore class via two different datasources. Now,
we will add a Text Input widget that will contain the limit value for both queries. We will initiate the query when the
value in the Text Input widget is modified. To do so, follow the steps below:
1. Drag and drop a Text Input widget on your Page.
2. Change its ID to “idLimit”.

3. Go to the Events tab and click on the On Change event.
Insert the following code in the area defined for the event:
var theLimit = $$("idLimit").getValue();
sources.lowRevenues.query("revenues < " + theLimit + " order by revenues");
sources.highRevenues.query("revenues >= " + theLimit + " order by revenues");

Here is a screenshot of the JavaScript code for the Text Input widget's On Change event:

Testing the example
After saving changes to the JavaScript file, switch to the Page, and run the file to test if everything is working
accurately.
1. Type 200000 in the Limit Text Input widget.
The two Grids display the results:
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2. Set the limit to 400000.
Notice that the “Low Revenues” Grid contains more rows and the “High Revenues” one displays less rows:
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Free Your Mind
In these examples, we will be covering some features that are at the heart of Wakanda. As soon as you enter what could
be called the Wakanda Programming Style, you will save a lot of development time as well as maintenance time.

Extending a Datastore Class
In this example, we will learn how to extend a datastore class and use the derived class at runtime.
First, launch Wakanda Studio and open the “ExtendAClass” solutions. You can either open the “ExtendAClass” project to
go through this tutorial or open the “ExtendAClass-final” folder containing the "ExtendAClass" project to see the final
outcome. Both solutions contain all the data necessary to test your web application.
In this project, we have customers and the issues they have with a set of products. We want to display both the closed
and open issues on a Page and therefore we want to create the following interface:
A list of customers,
When a customer is selected, we want to fill two Grids:
One with the customer’s open issues and
One with his/her closed issues.
In the project’s model, we have two datastore classes: Customer and Issue. There are relation attributes (N->1 and
1->N) between them. In this screen shot, the mouse is over the relation, and the Datastore Model Designer displays
information about the relation (“Belongs to” and “Has many”):

The Issue class has also one line of JavaScript for its On Init event to set the isClosed attribute to False by default:
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For what we want to achieve — two Grids, each displaying a different list of issues — we could start coding something
like this:
Create the customer Grid, bound to a customers datasource.
Create two datasources, bound to two Issue datastore classes: openIssues and closedIssues.
Create two grids: one bound to openIssues, the other to closedissues.
Add code to the customers datasource’s “On Current Element Change” event. In this code, you query the closed
and open issues for the customer.
Even if it is not that complicated, there is a better way of doing this, which is more in alignment with Wakanda’s
paradigm:
Extend the Issue datastore class twice: one derived class for the open issues and one for the closed issues.
Add a restricting query to each derived class, based on the isClosed attribute.
Add a relation attribute in Customer for each derived class.
Bind the Grids to those attributes.
Besides being useful client-side, it is also very easy to handle the open and closed issues server-side. All you need to do
is use the appropriate class.
Let’s try it out!
1. In the Datastore Model Designer, select Extend from the Issue class’s contextual menu in the Datastore Classes
area:

2. The newly derived class is created immediately and displayed in the Workspace. Rename it ClosedIssue:
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3. Save the new name by hitting Return or clicking outside of the datastore class. You can also move the new
derived class so you can see all your classes.
4. In the Properties tab while the new class is still selected, enter the restricting query:
isClosed == true.

From now on, when you query this datastore model, the resulting collection will be filtered by this restricting query.
Note: See the “Datastore Model Designer” chapter in the “Wakanda Studio Reference Guide” manual and/or the
“Wakanda Server-Side Concepts” manual for more information about the attributes of a derived class.
Now, you can repeat the same steps to create the OpenIssue class:
1. In the Datastore Model Designer, select Extend from the Issue class’s contextual menu in the Datastore Classes
area.
2. Name the derived class OpenIssue.
3. In the Properties tab while the new datastore class is still selected, enter the restricting query: isClosed ==
false.
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Here is our model with the two new, derived datastore classes:
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Note: In our example, we have also changed the colors of the class’s panel’s title bar to a light green by selecting a it
from the action menu:

If you don’t see the relation between Issue and Customer, select the appropriate toolbar option:

Now, all we need to do is to create one 1->N (“Has many”) relation attribute from Customer to ClosedIssue and one
from Customer to OpenIssue:
1. Select the Customer class.
2. Click the
icon to add a new attribute to the class:

3. Name it closedIssues and hit Return or Tab.
4. In the type column, select ClosedIssueCollection, which is the collection name based on the ClosedIssue class
you just created. Most likely, the Datastore Model Designer named it for you.
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The Datastore Model Designer asks you to select the N->1 navigation attribute in the N table.
5. Select customer:

Note: Do not select customer_1 because we don’t want to add a new attribute to ClosedIssue. We already have
an N->1 attribute in the Issue class.
6. Hit Return to save this new attribute. Here is our model now (with the “See all” option selected from the
“Display Relations” toolbar menu):
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You can follow the same steps for the open issues:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Select the Customer class.
Click the
icon.
Name the attribute openIssues.
Select OpenIssueCollection as the type of the attribute.
Select customer as the N->1 attribute to use.

Here is our application’s model with all the relations visible:
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The classes we created will be exactly how we will use the objects at runtime. Now, we can build a new Page:
1. Click on the New Page button in Wakanda Studio’s toolbar.
2. Name the new Page: “customer-issues”:

The new Page is created and opened in a new tab in the GUI Designer.
3. Drag and drop a Grid to an empty space on the Page.
4. Bind it to the Customer class (which consequently creates the customer datasource).
5. Modify the Grid by removing the ID attribute, changing the labels, etc.
Now, we want to create a Grid to display the list of closed issues for the selected customer:
1. Drag and drop another Grid to an empty space on the Page,
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2. Expand the customer datasource in the Datasources tab,
3. Drag and drop the closedIssues attribute on to the Grid:

4. Spend a few moments formatting this Grid by removing the ID attribute, etc.
Note: For this example, we are leaving the isClosed attribute visible in the column so that you can see that both lists
(containing closed and open issues) are filled with the correct entities at runtime in the browser.
Create another Grid for the open issues:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Drag and drop a Grid to an empty space on the Page,
Bind it to customer.openIssues.
Format the Grid.
Organize the widgets on the Page. You can also add a title to the Grid, by entering a value for its Label
property, which is what we did here.
5. Run the page to test the results.
Here is how our final page appears in Firefox:
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In this section, we have learned how to use the power of Wakanda datastore classes by declaring (in this case,
extending) dataclasses. We were able to use them in the browser because all the logic resides on the server.
It is still very easy to query and manage this data server-side. For example:
If you want to quickly get the total number of open issues, call ds.OpenIssue.length, don’t call
ds.Issue.query('isClosed == false'). The latter one will work of course, but the first statement is more natural.
To iterate the closed issues for a customer, use a forEach loop on the closedIssues collection as shown below:
var aCustomer = ds.Customer.find('lastName = Doe and firstName = John');
aCustomer.closedIssues.forEach( function(e) {
. . . e is the current closed issue. . .
});

The N<->N Relation
In this example, we will show you how to create and use an N<->N relation between two datastore classes.
First, launch Wakanda Studio and open the “NNRelation” solution, which allows us to manage conferences and people
attending them: 1 to N people attend 1 to N conferences, defining a “N<->N relation”. We start with two datastore
classes: Person and Conference:
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These datastore classes are basic and contain very few attributes so we can keep the example as simple as possible.
Create the Relation
To create the N<->N relation, we need to add a utility class that we’ll name “Attendee.” Each entity in this class will
store information about the “person who attended a conference.”

Then, we add the first N->1 (or “belongs to”) relation attribute in Attendee, named person. Click the “+” button at the
right of the “Attributes” subtitle. Name the attribute “person”, and select “Person” as the attribute type:

As soon as you select “Person,” the corresponding 1->N attribute in the Person class is automatically created:

Now, create a conference relation attribute in Attendee:
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Since we can give our attributes whatever name we like, we changed the names of both of our 1->N attributes to
allAttendees. To do so, just double-click on the attribute label.

A quick test of this relation
Now that we have our N<->N relationship so far, we can test it server-side. We want to create one conference and two
people who attend it.
First, create a new JavaScript file:
1. Make sure the “NNRelation” project is selected in the Solution Explorer.
2. Click the New JS button in the toolbar.
3. Give your file whatever name you like.
Note: The full script below can be found in the “quickTest.js” file. Do not run it several times or you will
create duplicated conferences and people!
4. Create one conference and two people:
// This is the server-side code
var jsRocks = new ds.Conference( { title : 'JavaScript Rocks' } );
jsRocks.save();
var johnDoe = new ds.Person({ firstName : 'John', lastName : 'Doe' });
johnDoe.save();
var alanSmith = new ds.Person({ firstName : 'Alan', lastName : 'Smith' });
alanSmith.save();

5. Create the Attendee entities:
// John Doe attends the conference
var oneAttendee = new ds.Attendee( { person : johnDoe, conference : jsRocks } );
oneAttendee.save();
// Alan Smith attends the conference
oneAttendee = new ds.Attendee( { person : alanSmith, conference : jsRocks } );
oneAttendee.save();

6. You can then check that John Doe and Alan Smith did attend the JavaScript Rocks conference:
//Output the last names of the attendees for this conference
jsRocks.allAttendees.person.toArray('lastName');

Here is the result of the file:
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Notice how easy it is to access this information by using the relation attributes:

(1) jsRocks.allAttendees creates the appropriate collection of attendees.
(2) We use the person attribute of this collection to create a related collection for Person.
(3) We call toArray( ) to return an array of objects.
Querying is simple. For example, if you want to know how many people attended the “JavaScript Rocks” conference,
you write:
ds.Person.query("allAttendees.conference.title = :1", "JavaScript Rocks").length

Directly Access Conferences in the Person Class
We now want to access all the conferences a person attended or all the conferences a collection of Person attended. No
need to add any additional code, we just need to add a new relation attribute in Person:
1. Click the
icon to add a new attribute to Person.
2. Set the name of the attribute to “allConferences”:
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3. As the type of attribute, select the allAttendees relation attribute.
4. Type a period after allAttendees. Wakanda detects allAttendees as a relation attribute of type “has many
Attendees”. So, it opens the auto complete menu, filled with the available attributes of the Attendee class.
Select the conference attribute:

5. Now you have created a direct access from Person to Conference:

6. Save the Model.
7. Reload the model to the server by clicking on the Reload Model button in the Datastore Model Designer or
Reload Models button in the main toolbar.
To display the relations in the Datastore Model Designer, select the appropriate menu item…
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…you can clearly see your direct 1->N relation from Person to Conference:

You can now use the Person.allConferences attribute in your code; Wakanda Server will automatically load the
appropriate collection of conferences. A few lines above, we wrote a query to find all people who attended a
conference:
ds.Person.query("allAttendees.conference.title = :1", "JavaScript Rocks").length

Using it in the Browser
We are going to display a grid of Person, and each time the user selects a person, another grid is filled with all the
conferences this person attended.
First, we need to create some data, because we don’t want to only use the two people/one conference we created a
few minutes ago. The project contains a file that creates fake data: expand the “ssjs” folder and the “CreateData”
folder, then open “CreateData.js” and run it. This JavaScript file creates 100 people and 15 conferences.
You can take a second to look at the code of the “CreateFakeData.js” file to see how this fake data is generated.
Now that we have some data, we can display it in an Interface page:
1. Click the New Page button.
2. Name it “peopleAndConfs.”
3. Create a Grid and bind it to the Person datastore class (which creates the person datasource). Remove the ID
attribute and keep just the attributes firstName and lastName.
4. Expand the person datasource.
5. Create another Grid, and bind it to the allConferences attribute in the person datasource (in the Datasources
tab, the allConferences datasource is created. You can also rename this datasource if you’d like.
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6. Take some time to format the page, change colors, font, etc. so it appears as you’d like in the browser.
Now, you can run the file and test your work:
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Doing It Again: Person in Conferences
Until now, we have been focused on getting (querying or displaying) Conference from Person. We have seen how easy it
is to display the conferences a person attended. Now, we are going to do the same for the Conference class: we want
to easily get the list of all the people who attended a conference.
It is already possible – and easy – by using the Conference.allAttendees attribute. For example, when we have a
Conference entity, we can get the collection of Person who attended this conference:
// Get first conference
var oneConf = ds.Conference.first();
// Get the list of its attendees
oneConf.allAttendees.person

But we want direct access to this collection of Person. Just follow the same steps as the one we created for the
Person.allConferences attribute:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Select the Conference class.
Add an attribute and name it “allPeople” (or whatever name you’d like).
In the type column, use the allAttendees attribute.
Type a period and select person from the auto complete menu:
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5. Save the datastore model.
6. Reload the model by clicking on the Reload Model button (or the Reload Models button in the main toolbar).
Here is how our three datastore classes look when the “See all” option is selected in the “Relations” toolbar button:

When the mouse is over a relation, it is highlighted and a message appears describing the relation attribute:

Now, we create the HTML page that displays a grid of conferences and, when a conference is selected, another grid
displays all the attendees:
1. Click on the New Page button.
2. Name the page “confAndPeople”.
3. Create a Grid and bind it to Conference (which creates the conference datasource). Just keep the title
attribute visible since we don’t need to see the ID.
4. Create another Grid and bind it to the allpeople attribute in the conference datasource:
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5. Save and run the file. When a conference is selected in the grid, all the people who attended that conference
are listed in the other Grid:
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Note: Look at the page in our example. We have set the label of the grid to “Attendees”, but it displays entities from
Person (see the Grid's datasource).
Doing It Again and Again
In the first Page we created (“peopleAndConfs.html”), we listed all the people in the datastore. Then, for each selected
person, we displayed all the conferences this person attended.
Now, we want to display three Grids:
Main Grid will still contain all the people.
When a person is selected in the Grid, we will display the conferences in a second grid.
This third Grid will be filled with all the people who attended the selected conference in the second Grid.
In the end, the page will display two different collections of Person: one in the first grid, and another collection
depending on the conference selected.
1. Create a new page and name it “peopleAndConfsAndPeople.”
2. Follow the steps described above to create the “peopleAndConfs” page.
3. After creating the first two Grids, you should be at this step:

4. Drag and drop a third Grid and move it near the conferences grid.
5. Expand the allConferences datasource and bind the grid to the allPeople attribute:
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6. Format the Grids as you wish.
7. Save and run the file to test the result in your browser:
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